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● At the end of every theme, each participant 
can ask a question or make a comment

Write your
question in the

Chat and I will make
It for you

Unmute yourself
and speak up

(only if we dont see you)

● If you want to intervene live during the 
panel use the raise hand button please



  

STUDENTS SPEAK UP !



  

Theme 1Theme 1

Universality, scalings and bounds



  

UNIVERSALITY AND BOUNDSUNIVERSALITY AND BOUNDS

Plenty of violations:

1) breaking translations
2) breaking isotropy
3) magnetic field
4) SYK
5) viscoelastic fermi liquids
6) ….

1) Is it the correct quantity to bound ? Can experiments
detect the violations and what they are actually measuring
(momentum diffusion ?)

2) Generalizations ? Similar bounds 
  (sound speed, entropy production, ...) ?

3) What is the meaning of those violations
    (faster than Planckian ?) ?



  

IS THIS BETTER?IS THIS BETTER?

1) Who is v ? Mike told us is v_B (and it works) but why ?
    What about v= v_sound ?

2) How to put that together with:

3) Does it work only for energy diffusion and why?
    Does it need an incoherent regime or not?

4) Where does the bound come 
    from actually?
    Can we ''prove it” ?



  

1) Are we satisfied with its definition using the
    uncertainty principle ?

2) Why does it appear at large temperature where the physics is classic ?
   And is it linked to other bounds (e.g. speed of sound) ?



  

ASK A QUESTION

MAKE A COMMENT

RAISE A DOUBT

MAKE US THINK



  

Theme 2Theme 2

Applications to

a.k.a. we put this picture
in every talk but 

what did we learn 
about it

from holography ? 



  



  

STRANGE METALS STRANGE METALS 

Nice idea of the two scales (à la Anderson) 
by Aristos and Mike but never realized ...

Only model working that I know (and only probe limit...)



  

1) We dont have a single satisfactory model able to
    reproduce the scalings of strange metals ! (do we?)

2) Is just showing linear in T enough ? And is it really
    Holography the only way to get it ?

3) Did holography really help for strange metals scalings
    and how / where?

4) Holographic superconductors... and then what ?

5) What is the next step ?



  

Most promising ideas Most promising ideas (my opinion)(my opinion)  

1) Diffusion bound in the charge sector can be violated, so can it    
    be the responsible of linear in T (à la Hartnoll) ?

2) The pinning proposal is  interesting but how natural/finetuned     
     is it?  What is the key ingredient ? (phase relaxation ?)
       (Planckian again : w_peak = T, what about holography ?)

3) What is the status of the  hydro/strange metals connection ?

Strong 
Momentum
dissipation

Weak 
Momentum
dissipation

Contact
with the 

Lab !



  

1) Are the homogeneous lattices useful ?
    And for what ?

2) What is the difference between hardcore numerical
    lattices and the homogeneous ones (commensurability?)?
    Which are the limits of the two?

3) What is the role/meaning of the global symmetries
   if any? And what is the mysterious phase relaxation?

4) Are the homogeneous lattices problematic ?
    Instability/meta-stability ?

(I dont know a single model with SSB which is stable both
thermodynamically and dynamically)



  

ASK A QUESTION

MAKE A COMMENT

RAISE A DOUBT

MAKE US THINK



  

      Theme 3Theme 3

Hydrodynamics, Chaos
 and Out-of-equilibrium physics



  

HYDRO and CHAOS (it is really a chaos)HYDRO and CHAOS (it is really a chaos)

1) Why we can get ''quantum chaos'' with hydro ?
    Clash of time scales! Chaos (early time) vs hydro (late time) !
    Is that really quantum chaos (cf. level statistics etc)?

2) Is there anything in electron hydrodynamics which is 
    theoretically fundamental ? (the theory was from the 60's)
    Is it just an experimental and materials science development or
    is there anything new? How holography can help?

3) Pole skipping is widely observed but what is the meaning of
    those points ? Why is it so general ?



  

OUT OF EQUILIBRIUMOUT OF EQUILIBRIUM
MY (biased) SUMMARYMY (biased) SUMMARY

I am super power with the numerics,
Fancy plots but …. i dont understand

anything

Late time goes like the QNMs...
Didnt I know it already ?

Attractors?

Probes out
of equilibrium?

Resurgence?

Black holes
dyamics ?



  

1) What do we learn from these out-of-equilibrium setups?
(the only thing I hear every time is that the relaxation time is very fast...)

2) Anything interesting/universal before late times ?

3) Can we understand why it is “too” fast 
    (people even say instantaneous) ?



  

HYDRODYNAMICSHYDRODYNAMICS

1)  Standard answer: “asymptotic series with zero radius of convergence”
VS

      Saso-Pavel-Andrei-Petar “you need to use some complex analysis”

2) Resummation of hydro: we resum it and we can obtain all higher
    QNMs and even instabilities etc...
    What does that mean? Does hydro know too much ?



  

BEYOND HYDRODYNAMICSBEYOND HYDRODYNAMICS

1) Holography for open quantum systems ?

2) Anomalies and topologies in hydro... where we at?
    Universality beyond hydro ?



  



  

1) What is the most important 
open question for holography ?

2) What do you expect to be the
next big result of holography ?



  

ASK A QUESTION

MAKE A COMMENT

RAISE A DOUBT

MAKE US THINK



  

Thanks to our panelists Thanks to our panelists 
and to all of you !and to all of you !

Let us know if you liked this Let us know if you liked this 

format and you want it againformat and you want it again  
(contactholotube@gmail.com)(contactholotube@gmail.com)



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

CHAOS
HYDRO

time
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